Habits of the Heart: *Doing the Stuff* #6
Life in the Body of Christ

**Today:**
One of the things you may choose to do is meditate on the attitude required for community. Remember the following aspects given in the workshop about intentional community:

- See community as a privilege
- Seek community
- Practice voluntary vulnerability
- Practice confession
- Tame the tongue
- Renounce competitiveness
- Cultivate humility
- Seek the good of others
- Submit to others

Ask God which of these He wants to focus on in your life right now. You may want to pray and meditate upon Colossians 3:1-17, as a specific Bible passage about some of these aspects.

**Weekly Activity:**
Ask God to make you aware of opportunities that you are missing for community this week. Pray for a specific time to slow down and practice the service of listening to another’s needs. Don’t stop there, find ways to practically serve them as well.

Share some of your thoughts and observations in the reaction space provided on this site.